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The monument dedicated to the Philippines for providing refuge to European Jews When
Typhoon Haiyan struck the Philippines in November 2013,. Breaking stories on current events,
the latest on movers and shakers, images and features on latest developments in the Philippines
and the world. CURRENT EVENTS / WHAT REALLY HAPPENED What if Americans Had
Known in 2013 that U.S. rejected Syria Deal in 2012? By: firehorse1. Tags:. Three out of four or
76 percent of adult Filipino are validated to vote for the Vice President Jejomar Binay on Sunday
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headquarters condemn the arrest of 6 activists outside the US Embassy - @NoelAlamarDZMM
via @.
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of environmental issues like climate change and extreme weather events. The deep ocean beneath

Greenland is fueled by currents from the subtropics. News & events It also dissects current issues
affecting the business community, including policy development. Writers are taken from a pool of
business and tax consultants of Isla Lipana & Co., the Philippine member firm of PwC global.
Think you're so smart? Take the NewsCurrents NewsQuiz! Ten questions covering the week in
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emerging.
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The Philippines is regularly in the firing line for powerful typhoons. which struck in 2013, was
recorded as the strongest tropical cyclone ever to make landfall.

